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Abstract. We introduce the concept of a perturbation function, which allows

us to give a general approach to the question of obtaining perturbation theorems

for upper semi-Fredholm operators. Also, we show that the usual measures of

noncompactness of continuous linear operators, as well as other related quanti-

ties, are perturbation functions.

1. Introduction

Several ways of measuring the noncompactness of a continuous linear opera-

tor T acting from a Banach space X into another Banach space Y, for short

T £ Sf(X, Y), have been considered. We have the quotient norm || • \\k in-

duced by the subspace of compact linear operators K(X, Y) (Example 1), the
Kuratowski measure of noncompactness (Example 2), the ball measure of non-

compactness (Example 3), the measure of noncompactness studied by Lebow
and Schechter (Example 4), and the characteristics A and t introduced by

Schechter (Examples 5 and 6). One of the main applications of these quantities

is in providing perturbation results for semi-Fredholm operators [10-12].
In this paper, by means of what we have called a perturbation function, we

present a general approach to the question of obtaining perturbation theorems

for upper semi-Fredholm operators (T £ 0+(X, Y)), these are operators T £

Sf(X, Y) with finite-dimensional null space N(T) and closed range R(T). To

this end we construct, for each perturbation function, characteristics A and Y,

which are similar to those studied by Schechter [9]. Also, we establish that the

quantities mentioned above are perturbation functions.

Let T £ <D(X, Y), that is, T £ S?(X, Y) and both n(T) = dimTV(r)
and d(T) = dimY/R(T) are finite. Making 2?{X) = Sf(X, X) and <b(X) =
<f>(X, X), recall that the essential spectral radius of T £ 2C(X) is

re(T) = max{\X\: T - XI $ ®(X)}

and that we have [2, §1.4]

(1.1) re(T)= lim||r||j/n.
n—>oc
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Our method shows that (1.1) is valid if instead of the quotient norm || • \\k

we employ any perturbation function. This gives, for the various examples we

have considered, a unified and simple approach for obtaining such a formula.

We have also been able to establish a formula for the upper semi-Fredholm

radius

(1.2) rs(T) = min{|A|: T - XI i <&+(*)},

of T £ ®+(X) = ®+(X, X). This formula is based on the corresponding results

proved independently by Zemanek [12] and Tylli [11].

2. Perturbation functions and measures of noncompactness

Throughout this work X, Y, and Z will always denote complex Banach

spaces, while M, V, and W will be (closed linear) subspaces of X, each of

them having infinite dimension. The natural embedding of M into X will

be indicated by Jm , and T\m £ 3?(M, Y) will be the restriction of T £
&{X, Y) to M.

The minimum modulus of T £ Jz?(X, Y) will be denoted by j(T), that is,

j{T) = wf{\\Tx\\/\\x\\:xeX}.

Notice that j(T) > 0 if and only if T is one-to-one and has closed range. If

this is the case, then T~x £ 5?(R(T), X) and j(T) = ||7'-1||-1.

Definition 1. We define a perturbation function to be a function y, assigning to

each pair of complex Banach spaces X, Y, and T £ 2f(X, Y) a nonnegative

number y(T), with the following properties:

(a) y(XT) = \X\y(T), AeC.
(b) y(T + K) = y(T), K £ K(X, Y).
(c) 7(71 < 1171.
(d) j(T) < y(T).
(e) y(T\M)<y(T).

Next we show that the usual measures of noncompactness, and other related

quantities, are perturbation functions.

Example 1. The quotient norm induced by K(X, Y) is

||r||jr = iiif{||r-#||: tfetf(*, 7)},       T£&(X,Y).

Clearly || • \\K has properties (a)-(c) and (e). To verify property (d), let us

take T £ &{X, Y). Given K £ K(X, Y) and e > 0, choose M cX having

finite codimension and such that \\Kx\\ < e\\x\\, x £ M [4, Theorem III.2.3].
Thus

\\Tx-Kx\\ >||7x||-|l-K*ll >U(T)-e)\\x\\,        x£M.

Making now e —> 0, we find \\T - K\\ > j(T). Hence \\T\\K > j(T).

Example 2. If A is a bounded subset of X, its Kuratowski measure of non-

compactness is given by

XVX(A) = inf < d > 0: A c [J Dk , where each Dk has diameter < d > .
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Then, the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness of T £ 5?(X, Y) is

y(T) = svv{*¥y(TA)/Vx(A): VX(A) * 0}.

It is well known, and easy to verify, that y has properties (a)-(c) and (e)

[2, Lemma 1.2.8]. Assume T £ £f(X, Y) and j(T) > 0. Take Ac X with
X¥X(A) > 0. Let us suppose that T(A) c \Jl=x Dk , where each Dk has diameter

< d. Then Ac\J"k=l T~xDk and diameter T~xDk < j(T)~xd. It follows that

Vx(A) < j(T)~xd. This implies X¥Y(TA)/X¥X(A) > j(T); therefore, y(T) >

J(T).

Example 3. The ball measure of noncompactness of a bounded set A c X is

Vx(A) = inflr>0:Ac (J B(xk , r) 1 ,

where B(xk, r) = {x £ X: \\x - xk\\ < r}. Then, denoting by Bx the closed
unit ball in X, the ball measure of noncompactness of T £Sf(X, Y) is

y(T) = %(TBx).

As in the previous examples, properties (a)-(c) and (e) are well known and

easy to verify [2, Lemma 1.2.8].

To establish property (d) we first prove that ^x(Bm) = 1 for any infinite-

dimensional subspace M of X. Take r = *¥x(Bm) and e > 0. Then BM c

U£=i B(yk , r + e), for some yx,... , y„ in X. Noting that the linear span of
these vectors is finite dimensional, we have r+e > 1 [4, Lemma V. 1.1]. Letting

e -» 0 we obtain r > 1 , so *¥x(Bm) > 1 • Since y¥x(Bm) < 1 , the conclusion
is clear.

Assume T £ 5C(X, Y) and j(T) > 0. This implies j(T)Bw c TBX , where
W = R(T). Thus, by what we have just proved,

{¥y(TBx)>j(T)i¥Y(Bw)=j(T).

Example 4. Let us define

m(r) = inf{||r|A/||: codimM<oo},        T £5f(X, Y).

It is well known that m has properties (a)-(c) [2, Corollary 1.2.22]; property

(d) is clear. Property (e) is obtained by noting that if V has finite codimension

in X, then V n M has finite codimension in M.

Example 5. Let us define

A(T)= sup inf{||7>||: V c M}.
MCX

Properties (a)-(c) are established in [9], while properties (d) and (e) follow

easily from the definition.

Example 6. Let us define r(T) = suv{j(T\M): M c X}.
We will prove property (b), the other properties are clear. Let K £ K(X, Y).

Given e > 0, choose as V a subspace of X having finite codimension, and

where \\Kx\\ < e\\x\\, x e V . Take M to be an infinite-dimensional subspace
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of X. Hence dim V n M = oo , and

||rx||<||rx-7s:x|| + e||x||,        x£VnM.

Thus
J(T\M) < j([T - 7Cj|Krw) + e<x(T-K) + e.

It follows that r(T) < t(T - K). This in turn implies our conclusion.

The next lemma follows directly from Definition 1.

Lemma 1. If y is a perturbation function, then the following hold.

(2l) (i)    y(K) = 0,KeK(X,Y).
[ ' J (ii)   y(JM) = 1 •

Remark 1. We want to notice that the measures of noncompactness given in

Examples 1-5 are in fact submultiplicative seminorms:

y(T + S)<y(T) + y(S),        T, S £&(X ,Y);

y(ST) < y(S)y(T),        T e 5f(X ,Y), S£5?(Y,Z).

The measures of noncompactness indicated in Examples 2-4 are equivalent

[2, Lemma 1.2.8, Theorem 1.2.21]; however, Astala and Tylli [1] showed that
this does not happen with || • ||# and y(T). Since A(T) annihilates precisely

on the strictly singular operators [9] and y on the compact operators, it follows

that A and y are not equivalent.

3. Perturbation theorems

The following result, which is basic in our development, is due to Schechter

[8], for whose proof we refer.

Lemma 2. Let T £ 5?(X, Y). Then T £ <&+(X, Y) if and only if there is an
infinite-dimensional (closed linear) subspace M c X and K £ K(X, Y) such

that T = K on M.

Before stating our first perturbation theorem, let us recall that the index of

an upper semi-Fredholm operator T is k(T) = n(T) - d(T). Also, in all our

statements we will always assume that y is a perturbation function.

Lemma 3. If P £ 5?(X) and y(P) < 1, then I + P£ Q(X) and tc(I + P) = 0.

Proof. First we show that 7 + P £ <£>+ (X). Suppose this is not so and take

M and K as in Lemma 2. Then Jm = -P\m + K\m . Thus, by (2.1) and the
properties of y , we have

1 = 7(Jm) = 7(P\m) < Y(P) < 1 ■

This contradiction shows that I + P £<1>+(X).
Let 0 < X < 1. Then y(XP) < 1 and so, by what we have just proved,

I + XP £ <$+(X). Thus, by the continuity of the index, k(I + P) = k(I) = 0.

Therefore I + P £ <&(X).

Lemma 4. If T £ 5?(X), then re(T) < y(T) < \\T\\K .

Proof. Since

y(T) = y(T + K)< \\ T + K\\,       KeK(X,Y),

we have y(T) < \\T\\K .
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Take X £ C, |A| > y(T). Then y(T/X) < 1 and thus, by Lemma 3, T-XI £
4>{X). It follows that y(T) > re(T).

Theorem 5.  re(T) = limn^00y(T")x/", Te&(X).

Proof. From Lemma 4 we have

(3.1) re(T")<y(T")<\\T"\\K.

Since re(T") = re(T)" , the conclusion follows from (1.1) and (3.1).

Remark 2. Theorem 5 was established for the ball measure of noncompactness

by Gohberg, Goldenstein, and Markus [3], for the Kuratowski measure of non-

compactness by Nussbaum [7], for the measure of noncompactness given in

Example 4 by Lebow and Schechter [6], and for the quantities A and x by

Schechter [9].
Lemma 3 is a perturbation result for the identity 7 £ J2?(X). To obtain

perturbation results for any T £ 0+(X, Y), we will now define other quantities.

Definition 2. Given a measure of noncompactness y, we make the following

definitions for T £ S?(X, Y):

YM(T) = inf{y(7»: V c M},        Y(T) = YX(T);

AM(T) = sup{Tv(T): V CM},        A(T)=AX(T).

Remark 3. The quantities Y and A were introduced, respectively, by

Gramsch [5] and Schechter [9] in connection with the measure of noncom-

pactness considered in Example 4, although this was not done explicitly.

Theorem6. Let P, T £&(X, Y). If A(P) < Y(T), then T and T + P belong
to <D+(X, Y) and k(T) = k(T + P).

Proof. First we will prove that T+P £ Q>+(X, Y). Suppose this is not so. Then,

by Lemma 2, there is a subspace M and K £ K(X, Y) such that T + P = K
on M. Therefore

Y(T)<YM(T) = YM(P)<A(P);

this contradicts the hypothesis.
Let 0 < X < 1. Then A(XP) < Y(T) and so, by what we have just proved,

T + XP £ ®+(X, Y). Therefore T £ ®+(X, Y) and, since the index is a
continuous function, k(T) = k(T + P).

Theorem 7. Let T £ £?(X, Y). Then T £ Q>+(X, Y) if and only ifY(T)>0.

Proof. If Y(T) > 0, by taking P = 0 in Theorem 6 we find T £$>+(X,Y).
Assume that T £ 0+(X, Y). Express X as a direct sum X = N(T) © M.

Note that the subspace M has finite codimension and j(T\M) > 0. Take V

to be an infinite-dimensional subspace of X. Thus W = MnV is also infinite

dimensional and

J(T\M)<J(T\w)<y(T\w)<y(T\v).

Hence T(r)>0.

Given a perturbation function y, it is easy to establish that A = A(y) is also

a perturbation function satisfying

A(T)<y(T), T£2f(X,Y).

Consider now A(A(y)). The next lemma implies that A(y) = A(A(y)).
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Lemma 8.  YM(T) = inf{AK(r): V c M}.

Proof. Let c = inf{Ay(T): V c M}. If V is a subspace of M we have

&v(T) > YV(T) > YM(T). Thus c > YM(T).
Given e > 0, there is a subspace V such that y(T\v) < YM(T) + e. Since

&v(T) < y(T\v), it follows that c < YM(T) + e. Letting e -> 0, we obtain

c < ^m(T) . The conclusion is now clear.

Let us recall that P £ S?(X, Y) is said to be strictly singular if j(T\M) = 0
for each infinite-dimensional subspace M of X.

Proposition 9. If P £ S?(X, Y) is strictly singular, then A(P) - 0.

Proof. Let V be an infinite-dimensional subspace of X. Given e > 0, there is

an infinite-dimensional subspace Af of F, such that \\T\M\\ < e [4, Theorem
in. 1.9]. Thus YV(T) < y(T\M) < e . It follows that YV(T) = 0 and so A(P) =

0.

Definition 3. For T £ <P+{X, Y) and Af a subspace of X, let TM denote
T: M -» T(M). If P £ Se\x, Y), we now define

K(P, T) = sup{A(7> oT-^Mdhas finite codimension, j(TM) > 0}.

Theorem 10. Let T £ 0>+{X, Y) and P £ &{X, Y). If K(P, T) < 1, then
T + P£$>+(X, Y) and k(T + P) = k(T) .

Proof. Let Af be a subspace of X having finite codimension and such that

A(P o T^x) < 1. Since Y(JTM) = 1 , it follows from Theorem 6 that JT(M) +

Po7-'e 0+(r(Af), X). Now TM £ <D+(Af, T(M)) implies

T\M + P = (JT(M) + PoT^x)oTMe <D+(M, X).

Hence, noticing that T\m + Jm is the restriction of T + I to Af and that

Af has finite codimension, we conclude that I + T £<P+(X).
Let 0 < X < 1 . Then K(XP, T) = XK(P, T) < 1 . Thus, by what we have

just proved, T + XI £ ®+(X), 0 < X < 1 . k(T) = k(T + I) follows now from

the continuity of the index.

Remarks. In the terminology of [10], Theorems 6 and 10 indicate that F(P, T)

^A(P)/Y(T) and 7^(7', T) are perturbation functions for <&+(X, Y).

Zemanek [ 12] proved that the semi-Fredholm radius satisfies

(3.2) h(T)= lim v(T")x'",        Te&{X),
n—»oo

where

v(T) = sup{j(T\M): codimM < oo}.

We will now establish a similar formula in our abstract context.

The next lemma follows directly from the proof of Theorem 7.

Lemmall.  T(T)>v(T), Te&{X,Y).

Since A(7) = 1, by Theorem 6, we obtain the following result.
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Lemma 12. Assume T £ Q+(X). If 1 < Y(T), then I + T £ ®+(X, Y) and
k(T) = k(T + I).

Theorem 13.  rs(T) = lim,,^ y(T")xl" , T£®+(X).

Proof. From Lemma 11 we have Y(T") > v(T"). Thus, by (3.2),

lim infY(T")xl">rs(T).
n—>oo

Now assume 0 < \X\ < limsup„_oor(r/,)I/'!. Choose n £ N such that

\X\" < Y(T"). Then Y(T"/X") > 1 and so we can use Lemma 12 to obtain

T" - X"I £ <&+(X). Since T" - X"I = S o (T - XI) for some 5 £ £f(X), it
follows that T -XI £ Q>+(X). This shows

rs(T)> limsupY(T")x'".
J!—KX)

The conclusion is now clear.
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